16 June, 2020
FUJIKYUKO BUS

Infection prevention measures of new coronavirus
To ensure that our customers can use our buses safely, we comply with the "Guidelines for Preventing New
Coronavirus Infections on Buses" published by the Japan Bus Association, and we implement infection prevention
measures as below.

１．Infection prevention measures In the bus

【Ventilation by opening doors and windows】
■We ensure thorough ventilation inside the bus.
Before the bus departs, after it returns, and while waiting,
we open the doors and windows to replace the air in the bus.
【Route Bus】

【Highway Bus・Charter Bus】

（Route Bus）
While the bus is running, some windows are opened and the ventilation fan is always operated to replace the air.
（Highway Bus・Charter Bus）
・We use the "Outdoor Air Induction Mode" while driving. The car is ventilated by automatically introducing
outside air.
・By taking in fresh air from the air conditioner, the air in the bus will be replaced in about 5 minutes.
・In automatic mode, the system switches to forced exhaust mode when it detects foul air inside the bus.

【Ventilation inside the bus while driving】
■We ensure thorough ventilation inside the bus while it is running.

Introduce outside air

Exhaust out of the bus
【Highway Bus・Charter Bus】

【Thorough disinfection on the bus】
■We ensure thorough disinfection on the bus.
We disinfect with alcohol the areas where there are many opportunities for passengers to touch,
such as Hand rails, strap and seat area, etc.

【Thorough prevention of droplet infection】
■We ensure thorough prevention of droplet infection.
（Route Bus）
・For the time being, plastic sheets or partitions are installed to prevent droplet infection.
・For the time being, the front row seats are not available to maintain physical distance.

２．Infection prevention measures For the bus crew (health check)
・Drivers who come into contact with passengers are required to record the results of their body temperature
measurements on individual temperature control sheets, during face-to-face roll calls at work and at the end of
the day. And the operations manager can manage and understand the daily fluctuations.
・When come to work and leave, ALL crews wash their hands, gargle, disinfect their hands, and take their
temperature and make a record of it.
・ALL crews wear masks during work.
・We will check the physical condition of the crew at the departure roll call and will not allow them to board
the bus if they are not feeling well.

３．Infection prevention measures At the office
・We regularly clean our office using alcohol disinfectants.
・We regularly open windows and use air conditioning to ventilate the area.
・A plastic sheet is placed between the roll caller and the crew at the face-to-face roll call area to prevent droplet
infection.
【Office】

４．Request for cooperation to our passengers
We ask for your cooperation in the infection prevention measures such as frequent hand washing, alcohol
disinfection, gargling, wearing masks, cough etiquette, etc.
・If you have a fever or other symptoms, please refrain from going out.
(We may ask you to take temperature measurement.)
・We ask ALL passengers to wear a mask when riding.
・If you do not have a mask, please consider your surroundings by covering your mouth and nose with a tissue,
handkerchief or sleeves when you cough or sneeze.
・Please disinfect your hands with alcohol before riding.
・When getting on and off the bus, please leave a space between passengers.
・If there are few passengers, please be seated with your seats spaced apart.
・For bus vehicles with toilets, please flush after closing the toilet lid.
・Please take your rubbish with you.
（Charter Bus）
・Please avoid eating and drinking on the bus as much as possible, especially refrain from drinking alcohol
or talking in a loud voice.
・The use of karaoke, eating and drinking and chatting at the salon seat are prohibited in principle.

Mask wearing・Health check

Please wear masks

Ventilation with open windows

Please refrain from talking in the bus

Thank you for your understanding and cooperation.

Constantly ventilate

Periodic cleaning and disinfection

Please leave a space between
passengers when riding

NO Touch Eyes, Nose, Mouth Talk with mask wearing

